
xfei - new jordans 2017 Release

Synonymous with 
visvim seems to have become a texture! This suede shoes with visvim always concise and powerful shapes, is really very irresistible
and let your feet charm more add a few minutes! < br / > price: 36750 yen < br /> ,
/>
early in July of this year, we have introduced the Classic Leather Reebok artists cooperation series, and this is also the 30
anniversary of the celebration of Leather Classic. Reebok has joined 12 street artists from all over the world, and has been working
on the popular style of Stash, a legendary figure in New York. 
unfortunately, a lot of money just cooperation in the well-known foreign shoe store sale. Even the "early also don't stop thirsty". In order
to meet the fans of China's shoes, the series is about to be listed in Hongkong, a number of stores, which is undoubtedly a good
news. Shoes of each design left shoes left behind were designers to different styles of painting the city namein addition to the tongue
positive sign of stash city planning, on the back of the tongue is the artist's signature style logo. Shoe body strong artistic style and the
design concept is eyes a bright, then all the rage the classics shoes injection fashion metropolitan street art strength. 
< br / > following the earlier and puma cooperation released disc 89 shoe styles, Tokyo, the trend of the shop Billy 's again with new
Banlance released the latest works. As is known to all, new banlance CM1600 retro running shoes, overwhelmed and in the classic
shoes based on matching a variety of colors, be abzorb cushioning soles, comfort has no doubt the assurance. It is reported that the
shoes have been put on sale, priced at 161 dollars, Banlance New fans can not miss. (Editor: YOYO)
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] Anta (stores) has just released the first decline in net profit after the listing of annual
reports, yesterday, another sporting goods company Peak (stores) has released 2012 results, the company last year, sales and net
profit fell sharply, but the Olympic also said that the company stocks are down sharply, as stocks fell the first sports brand. 
Pick annual report, the company last year, turnover decreased by 37.5 percent to 2.903 billion yuannet profit of 310 million yuan,
down 60.1 percent. The number of retail outlets to 6,483, representing a reduction of 1,323 by the end of 2011. Olympic Sports CEO
Zhi-Hua Xu said yesterday, after a series of positive measures, Pick stocks declined for the first time in the industry, "This is a
positive signal to pick up the sporting goods industry." 
A few days earlier, Anta also reported earnings, net profit last year from the market first decline in five years. Anta report shows that
in 2012 the company's operating income was 7.623 billion yuan, down 14.4%, net profit of 1.359 billion yuan, down 21.5 percent. In
addition, Anta announcement shows that last year a total of 8,075 stores ANTA series, compared with the 2011 total of 590 closed
shop. This year is expected to ANTA stores (including sports life) from a total of 7500-7600 home, which means that this year will
continue to shut down 475-575 Anta stores. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News,
Media Partner: Johnson still female brand)
puma's movement has many well-known brands of shoes, such as PUMA the family called the originator level SUEDE, however, say
the most famous words of none other than the non-Clyde, which is known as the history of the NBA's first aircraft "glider" of Walter
"Clyde" Frazier signature shoes. In Clyde as the prototype of joint funds is endless, say more representative, who in 2007 mita
sneakers to create a limited edition co-branded by the Tokyo-known shoe definitely occupy a seat. Shoes biggest feature is the $
1,000 on both sides print pattern, digital printing and high gloss to Walter "Clyde" Frazier most classic hooded portrait in the dollar
into the inside, if you look carefully you will find "Clyde" birthday, Defensive Player of the Year as well as other details. And mita
sneakers also selected words Clyde cursive font instead of the original standard, which is why they strongly recommend that PUMA
so dry, because they think the fans are more like the cursive. In Walter "Clyde" Frazier and other character information and shoes for
$ 1,000 design Clyde, natural integration, impressive. 
NBA history, said the first aircraft "glider" of Walter "Clyde" Frazier 
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